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Intro-Headline:

The Oval from German Maestro looks inconspicuous, but provides
the strongest sound pressure level in the low bass section
Text of the review:
The Concept Coaxial follows the company’s philosophy and is coming from the German
assembly line. With Euro 165,- (German retail price) it was the most less expensive of
the test group. The company’s more better alternative, the Epic EV6908 at Euro 330,(German retail price) was to expensive for this test group.
The “small” CC provides a decent and pragmatic appearance – his black polypropylene
cone makes him inconspicuous. There are other facts, decorating this Concept Coaxial.
So the German Maestro carries a special copper ring at the junction between the driver’s
cone and the voice coil. This should have a positive impact on the harmonic distortion
behavior.
The-12-dB-x-over for the tweeter (high pass) is based on a pc-board also carrying the
connectors. And only a view few parts are used on that pc board. But after all the same
tweeter is used, as we can ﬁnd with the components systems. So for example, with that
tweeter the 6,5” Compo CS 6508 achieved the winner position in “autohiﬁ 3/2009”. The
inverted 25 mm (please note, this is not correct, it is a 30 mm dome) titanium dome shall
provide especially a wide radiation angle.
At the level of higher bass frequencies he was a little bit below the average, but he accomplishes at about 104 dB at 50 Hz, which was the highest SPL in the test group.
Also in our listening chamber there was not really something to whinge about this speaker:
Well balanced and with neutral voices he was schmoozing the testing ears, may be a little
bit more pep and drive would provide an additional excitement (of this driver).

Fact Box
Top & Flop

+ high SPL at the low bass section (50 Hz)
+ well balanced tonality
+ inexpensive
- simple x-over parts

Measurements

> Total efﬁciency (2 V/1 m): 87,5dB“
> Max. SPL at 90/50 Hz: 103/104 dB
> Recommended ampliﬁer power:
50-90 watts

Quality

> Sound (24 from 50 points) 24 points

Technology: 27 in total

> Max. Bass SPL (18 from 20 points)
> Equipement (5 from 20 points)
> Workmanship (4 from 10 points)

Picture on board x-over

Light and shadow: In fact the parts are
placed on an external pc-board, but
regrettably they are quite simple
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